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Abstract

To simulate solar Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), predict their time of arrival and geomagnetic impact, it is important to

accurately model the background solar wind conditions in which CMEs propagate. We use the Alfvén Wave Solar-atmosphere

Model (AWSoM) within the the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) to simulate solar maximum conditions during

two Carrington rotations and produce solar wind background conditions comparable to the observations. We describe the

inner boundary conditions for AWSoM using the ADAPT global magnetic maps and validate the simulated results with EUV

observations in the low corona and measured plasma parameters at L1 as well as at the position of the STEREO spacecraft.

This work complements our prior AWSoM validation study for solar minimum conditions Sachdeva et al. (2019), and shows

that during periods of higher magnetic activity, AWSoM can reproduce the solar plasma conditions (using properly adjusted

photospheric Poynting flux) suitable for providing proper initial conditions for launching CMEs.
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ABSTRACT10

To simulate solar Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), predict their time of arrival and geomagnetic11

impact, it is important to accurately model the background solar wind conditions in which CMEs12

propagate. We use the Alfvén Wave Solar-atmosphere Model (AWSoM) within the the Space Weather13

Modeling Framework (SWMF) to simulate solar maximum conditions during two Carrington rotations14

and produce solar wind background conditions comparable to the observations. We describe the inner15

boundary conditions for AWSoM using the ADAPT global magnetic maps and validate the simulated16

results with EUV observations in the low corona and measured plasma parameters at L1 as well as at17

the position of the STEREO spacecraft. This work complements our prior AWSoM validation study for18

solar minimum conditions Sachdeva et al. (2019), and shows that during periods of higher magnetic19

activity, AWSoM can reproduce the solar plasma conditions (using properly adjusted photospheric20

Poynting flux) suitable for providing proper initial conditions for launching CMEs.21

Keywords: interplanetary medium — magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — methods: numerical — solar22

wind — Sun: corona — waves23

1. INTRODUCTION24

Large scale eruptions of solar coronal plasma and mag-25

netic fields expelled into the solar wind, so called coro-26

nal mass ejections (CMEs), are major drivers of space27

weather. When directed towards the Earth, CMEs can28

lead to severe geomagnetic effects that can threaten ad-29

vanced technology that we are highly reliant on. It is30

therefore important to improve their time of arrival and31

impact predictions at the Earth. The first step towards32

modeling CMEs is to determine the plasma environment33

these CMEs propagate through.34

Many magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)-based models of35

the solar corona have had success in modeling the solar36

wind background and propagating CMEs. Various ana-37

lytical and numerical models developed in the past few38
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decades simulate the solar coronal background (Mikić et39

al. 1999; Groth et al. 2000; Roussev et al. 2003; Cohen40

et al. 2007; Feng et al. 2011; Evans et al. 2012), which41

facilitates the CME propagation to provide predictions.42

Several coronal models are based on Alfvén wave tur-43

bulence, which was discovered some 50 years ago (Cole-44

man 1968; Belcher & Davis 1971). The first physics-45

based 1D models of the solar corona that include turbu-46

lence are Belcher & Davis (1971); Alazraki & Couturier47

(1971). These were followed by two-dimensional mod-48

els (Bravo & Stewart 1997; Ruderman et al. 1998; Us-49

manov et al. 2000) and more recently, three-dimensional50

(3D) models have been developed (Lionello et al. 2009;51

Downs et al. 2010; van der Holst et al. 2010) that in-52

clude Alfvén wave turbulence. The physics processes53

included in these models have also advanced, with non-54

linear interactions between forward propagating and re-55

flected Alfvén waves to describe coronal heating studied56

by Velli et al. (1989); Zank, Matthaeus & Smith (1996);57

Matthaeus et al. (1999); Suzuki & Inutsuka (2006); Ver-58
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dini & Velli (2007); Cranmer (2010); Chandran et al.59

(2011); Matsumoto & Suzuki (2012). Extended MHD60

(XMHD) models also include heat conduction, radiative61

losses and energy partitioning among particle species as62

well as temperature anisotropy (Leer & Axford 1992;63

Chandran et al. 2011; Vásquez et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004;64

Sokolov et al. 2013; van der Holst et al. 2014). XMHD65

models are therefore capable of predicting both electron66

and proton (parallel and perpendicular) temperatures,67

turbulent wave amplitudes in the solar wind as well as68

the wave reflection and dissipation rates. These ad-69

vances in 3D MHD modeling have provided the capa-70

bility to study the evolution of the solar wind and solar71

transients as they propagate from the solar corona into72

the heliosphere (Kilpua, Koskinen & Pulkkinen 2017;73

Manchester et al. 2017; Gombosi et al. 2018, 2021).74

Similarly, models have benefited by the increased75

availability of extensive observational resources such as76

the Solar Dynamics Observatory/Atmospheric Imaging77

Assembly (SDO/AIA; Lemen et al. 2012), SDO/Helioseismic78

Magnetic Imager (SDO/HMI; Schou et al. (2012)),79

Solar-Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO,80

Howard et al. 2008), Solar and Heliospheric Obser-81

vatory/Large Angle and Spectrometric COronagraph82

(SOHO/LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995), Advance Com-83

position Explorer (ACE), WIND and Geotail are used84

to drive and validate these models.85

Sachdeva et al. (2019) describes the Alfvén Wave Solar86

atmosphere Model (AWSoM), a component within the87

Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF; Tóth et88

al. 2012; Gombosi et al. 2021), simulations and their val-89

idation for solar wind conditions during a period of low90

solar activity. AWSoM is a 3D extended data-driven91

MHD model incorporating observational maps of the92

photospheric magnetic field. Our AWSoM simulated re-93

sults for solar minimum using Air Force Data Assimi-94

lation Photospheric Flux Transport - Global Oscillation95

Network Group (ADAPT-GONG) maps were validated96

against a comprehensive suite of observations between97

the low corona and 1 AU. AWSoM model results have98

also been compared to in situ observations from ACE,99

Wind and STEREO data at 1 AU (Meng et al. 2015; van100

der Holst et al. 2019) and to observations from Ulysses101

(Oran et al. 2013; Jian et al. 2016).102

In this paper, we continue the work of Sachdeva et al.103

(2019) and select two Carrington Rotations representa-104

tive of a period of high solar magnetic activity for which105

to simulate the solar wind plasma background with AW-106

SoM. We discuss the features of the model in the next107

section and describe the magnetic field maps used for108

the simulations in section 2.1. In sections 2.2 and 2.3109

we describe the simulation setup and boundary condi-110

tions for the model, respectively. We compare the results111

of the simulation with observations in the low corona,112

which includes extreme ultraviolet (EUV) images from113

SDO/AIA and demonstrate the temperature anisotropy114

due to energy partitioning within AWSoM. We also com-115

pare the solar wind parameters from the model with the116

observational data from OMNI database and STEREO-117

A/B spacecrafts. These results are presented in Section118

3 followed by a summary in Section 4. The appendix de-119

scribes our new approach of splitting the magnetic field120

in AWSoM.121

2. ALFVÉN WAVE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE MODEL122

(AWSOM)123

For our work, we apply numerical models developed124

at the University of Michigan, which are encompassed in125

the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF; Tóth126

et al. 2005, 2012; Gombosi et al. 2021). SWMF is a soft-127

ware framework for physics-based space weather mod-128

eling and is composed of numerical models that cover129

a variety of physics domains that can be coupled with130

each other. In this paper, we use AWSoM to model the131

solar wind background in the Solar Corona (SC) and the132

Inner Heliosphere (IH) components within the SWMF.133

AWSoM (van der Holst et al. 2014) is a self-consistent,134

3D global extended MHD model with its inner boundary135

at the lower transition region extending into the solar136

corona and the heliosphere. AWSoM incorporates low-137

frequency reflection-driven Alfvén wave turbulence, pro-138

ton temperature anisotropy (parallel and perpendicu-139

lar proton temperatures), heat conduction and radiative140

cooling. The full set of MHD equations are solved us-141

ing the numerical Block Adaptive Tree Solarwind-Roe-142

Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US; Powell et al. 1999). The143

reader is referred to van der Holst et al. (2014) for a144

complete description of the equations and implementa-145

tion. Over the years, AWSoM has transitioned from a146

two temperature (electrons and ions) model (van der147

Holst et al. 2010; Jin et al. 2012) to a three temperature148

model that accounts for the ion temperature anisotropy149

(Meng et al. 2015). The energy partitioning scheme in150

AWSoM has been significantly improved and validated151

against the data from the Parker Solar Probe (van der152

Holst et al. 2019, 2021). These improvements include153

using the critical balance formulation of Lithwick et al.154

2007. In van der Holst et al. (2021), the wave period is155

set to the cascade time of the minor wave at the proton156

gyro radius scale instead of the major wave resulting in157

more electron heating and parallel proton heating and158

less perpendicular proton heating.159

Over the years, AWSoM has been extensively vali-160

dated for both solar minimum and solar maximum activ-161
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(a) Realization map 01 for CR2123 ADAPT-HMI map
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(b) Realization map 12 for CR2152 ADAPT-HMI map

Figure 1. Radial magnetic field at R=1 R� for (a) CR2123 and (b) CR2152. Realization maps 1 and 12 of the ADAPT-HMI
ensemble are chosen for the two rotations respectively. The radial magnetic field (Br) in this plot is saturated at ± 50 G.

ity periods (van der Holst et al. 2010; Meng et al. 2015;162

Jin et al. 2017; Sachdeva et al. 2019) by comparing the163

model simulated results with a variety of observations164

spanning the low corona and the inner heliosphere. Near165

the Sun, the simulated density and temperature of the166

solar corona are compared to reconstructions based on167

EUV observational data from STEREO-A/B, SDO/AIA168

and SOHO/LASCO (Sachdeva et al. 2019). Lloveras et169

al. 2017, 2020 compared the thermodynamic structure of170

the AWSoM simulated quiescent inner solar corona with171

the tomographic reconstructions of the electron density172

and temperature using Differential Emission Measure173

Tomography. In the inner heliosphere, AWSoM success-174

fully reproduces the velocity observations of InterPlan-175

etary Scintillation (IPS) data and the in situ solar wind176

plasma parameters observed at 1 AU (Jin et al. 2017;177

Sachdeva et al. 2019).178

2.1. Solar Magnetic Field Maps179

AWSoM is a data-driven model and requires the ini-180

tial radial component of the magnetic field at the in-181

ner boundary. Like most solar corona models, this in-182

put comes from the solar synoptic/synchronic magnetic183

field maps, which are essential to drive these models184

and to make reliable predictions. Consequently, any185

uncertainties in the photospheric magnetic field mea-186

surements impacts the near-Sun as well as the space187

weather predictions (Bertello et al. 2014). Worden &188

Harvey (2000) developed evolving synoptic maps that189

improve the distribution of magnetic flux on the so-190

lar surface while the maps are continuously updated191

using observations. The ADAPT model (Arge et al.192

2010, 2013; Henney et al. 2012) uses the Worden & Har-193

vey (2000) model, which incorporates the effects of so-194

lar differential rotation profile, supergranular diffusion,195

meridional flow, and random emergence of small-scale196

(background) flux elements to produce synchronic maps.197

They use the Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) data198

assimilation code (Arge et al. 2010) to provide multi-199

ple realizations, each corresponding to different model200

parameters and their associated uncertainties. The re-201

alizations evolve smoothly over time, independent of202

each other, without abrupt changes. The changes for203

any given realization (from one rotation to another) are204

driven smoothly by different supergranulation flow pat-205

terns. ADAPT maps using observations from differ-206

ent instruments are available at https://www.nso.edu/207

data/nisp-data/adapt-maps.208

In this work, we simulate solar maximum condi-209

tions represented by Carrington rotations CR2123 and210

CR2152, corresponding to the time periods between211

2012-04-28 to 2012-05-25 and 2014-06-28 to 2014-07-25,212

respectively. These rotations are periods when the Sun213

was populated by strong active regions and enhanced214

activity. For instance, an M-class flare on 2012-05-17 led215

to a halo CME eruption during CR2123 period (Gopal-216

swamy et al. 2015). Another eruption on 2014-07-08217

associated with an M-class flare was observed during218

CR2152. In Sachdeva et al. (2019), we show a com-219

parison between the solar wind background produced220

by AWSoM using GONG and ADAPT-GONG mag-221

netograms. The improved results with the ADAPT-222

GONG maps encourage us to use ADAPT products223

for our solar maximum runs. We include in this work224

for the first time, AWSoM results using ADAPT-HMI225

maps. Figure 1 shows the input radial magnetic field226

maps used for CR2123 and CR2152 using ADAPT-HMI227

maps. The best realization for each of the rotations are228

https://www.nso.edu/data/nisp-data/adapt-maps
https://www.nso.edu/data/nisp-data/adapt-maps
https://www.nso.edu/data/nisp-data/adapt-maps
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chosen based on a quantitative comparison of AWSoM229

predicted solar wind parameters (using each realization230

as the initial condition) with OMNI data at 1 AU.231

2.2. Boundary Conditions232

The magnetic field map is used to set the boundary233

conditions, in particular the radial component of the234

magnetic field, at the inner boundary of the spherical235

grid of AWSoM. For sake of improved numerical accu-236

racy, the magnetic field B is split into two variables:237

B0 is an analytic function that matches the bound-238

ary conditions, while B1 = B − B0 is the difference239

between the numerical solution of the extended MHD240

equations and the analytic function. The traditional241

splitting (Tanaka 1994) requires that B0 is both diver-242

gence free and curl free, and it does not change in time.243

Some of these restrictions can be relaxed, and in fact244

in our previous work B0 was obtained as a Potential245

Field Source Surface (PFSS) solution with the source246

surface (where the potential field is forced to be radial)247

set to Rss = 2.5 R� and the magnetic field is contin-248

ued radially as B0(r, θ, φ) = B0(Rss, θ, φ)(Rss/r)
2 for249

r > Rss. This approach results in non-zero curl of250

B0 at the source surface as well as along the current251

sheets formed outside the source surface. The non-zero252

j0 = ∇×B0 is taken into account in the momentum and253

energy equations (Gombosi et al. 2004).254

While this approach is analytically correct, there are255

some undesirable numerical consequences. The non-zero256

j0 at the source surface has to be compensated by j =257

∇ × B1, which may lead to inaccuracy in B1 and the258

total field B. Switching from ∇ × B0 = 0 to a non-259

zero ∇ × B0 at the source surface requires a complex260

algorithm, because for some cells the effect of ∇ × B0261

should be removed, while for other cells it should be262

added. One can also discretize the effect of B0×∇×B0263

in alternative forms (divergence of a Maxwell tensor)264

and the optimal choice is not obvious.265

Our new approach, first used in this work, is to move266

the source surface outside the domain of the solar corona267

(SC) model that typically has a radial extent of 24R�, so268

we use Rss = 25 R�. This eliminates the non-zero curl269

of B0 in the SC domain and minimizes the numerical270

artifacts. In other words, B0 captures the field near the271

solar surface and allows accurate representation of the272

strong fields near the active regions but it does not need273

to be representative of the heliospheric current sheet or274

the helmet streamer. Those features are best captured275

by the B1 field obtained by solving the MHD equations.276

The PFSS solution can be obtained using either spher-277

ical harmonics or the finite difference iterative poten-278

tial field solver (FDIPS) (Tóth, van der Holst & Huang279

2011). In this study, we use FDIPS to obtain the PFSS280

solution for the two rotations. The solution is calcu-281

lated and stored on a spherical grid that extends from282

the solar surface at r = 1 R� to Rss. AWSoM then in-283

terpolates this discrete solution to its own non-uniform284

adaptive grid. We use tri-linear interpolation of the285

B0x, B0y and B0z quantities stored on the spherical286

grid. Using the Cartesian components instead of spher-287

ical components avoids issues of interpolation near the288

poles. With the extended radial domain, using a uni-289

form radial grid to calculate and store B0 is no longer290

optimal: the required resolution near the solar surface291

would lead to an excessively large radial grid resolution.292

To reduce the computational cost (both in storage and293

calculation time), we switched to a logarithmic radial294

coordinate, which provides the required accuracy with295

a similar grid size as we used previously for Rss = 2.5296

R�. See the appendix for more detail.297

At the inner boundary, the initial temperature for298

both isotropic electron and anisotropic (perpendicular299

and parallel) proton is set to 50,000 K. For the solar300

corona model, this selected temperature value in the301

lower transition region is low enough to generate EUV302

images without any distortions. This is important for303

validation efforts of simulated results near the Sun. The304

selected temperature value is also high enough to not305

be affected by the complex physical processes in the306

chromosphere. The proton number density is overes-307

timated and set to 5 × 1018 m−3. This overestima-308

tion does not effect the coronal solution (Lionello et al.309

2009) and is required to avoid chromospheric evapora-310

tion (Sokolov et al. 2013; van der Holst et al. 2014).311

To avoid a strong density jump at the inner boundary,312

AWSoM is initialized with an exponentially stratified313

atmosphere connected to the Parker solution. The tem-314

perature profile remains flat while the density falls off315

exponentially till the effects of radiative cooling is not316

significant enough so as to cool the temperature below317

50,000 K. As AWSoM relaxes from the initial conditions318

to the final steady state, the physically meaningful in-319

ner boundary moves upwards to where the temperature320

begins to rise above 50,000 K.321

The energy density of the outgoing Alfvén wave is set322

through the Poynting flux (SA) of the outward propa-323

gating wave at the inner boundary. AWSoM sets SA to324

be proportional to B�, the magnetic field strength at the325

inner boundary (Fisk 1996, 2001; Fisk and Schwadron326

2001; Fisk, Schwadron & Zurbuchen 1999a; Fisk, Zur-327

buchen & Schwadron 1999b; Sokolov et al. 2013). The328

proportionality factor (SA/B)� is an adjustable param-329

eter of AWSoM. From our simulations we find that the330

stronger magnetic field of the Sun during periods of331
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higher activity requires (SA/B)� to be lowered com-332

pared to 106Wm−2T−1 used for solar minimum simula-333

tions (Sachdeva et al. 2019). The parameter (SA/B)�334

in the solar maximum simulations is set to 0.5 and335

0.4 × 106Wm−2T−1 for CR2123 and CR2152, respec-336

tively. Higher Poynting flux leads to a deposition of ex-337

cess energy density into the chromosphere, which may338

lead to unphysically high density peaks at 1 AU. We dis-339

cuss these results later in the paper. The Alfvén wave340

correlation length (L⊥) which is transverse to the mag-341

netic field direction is proportional to B−1/2 (Hollweg342

1986). This proportionality constant (L⊥
√
B) is an ad-343

justable input parameter in the model which is set to344

1.5× 105 m
√
T . To account for the energy partitioning345

between electrons and protons, the stochastic heating346

exponent and amplitude (Chandran et al. 2011) are set347

to 0.21 and 0.18 respectively.348349

2.3. Details of the SC-IH Coupling350

We use AWSoM to run the SC and IH components351

of SWMF. The SC to IH coupling employs a spherical352

buffer grid between 18 and 21 R�. The SC component353

uses a 3D spherical grid extending from 1 - 24 R� and354

the IH component uses a Cartesian grid that extends355

from -250 to 250 R�with an inner boundary at 20 R�356

covered by the buffer grid. The SC domain is decom-357

posed into grid blocks consisting of 6×8×8 grid cells,358

while IH has 8×8×8 sized blocks. The grid uses Adap-359

tive Mesh Refinement (AMR). The angular resolution360

is 1.4◦ below 1.7 R� and 2.8◦ in the remaining domain361

of SC. The cell size in IH ranges between 0.48 R� near362

the inner boundary and 7.8 R� at the outer boundaries.363

In addition to the geometric AMR, the current sheet is364

adaptively resolved with 1.4◦ resolution in SC and 1 R�365

resolution in IH. The total number of grid cells in SC366

and IH are about 4.7 million and 28 million, respectively.367

Both SC and IH solve the extended MHD equations in368

co-rotating frames, where a steady state solution can be369

obtained. The contributions from the Coriolis and cen-370

trifugal forces are included into the equations as source371

terms. Using local time stepping, the SC component is372

run for 80,000 iterations to get a steady state. Next, SC373

is coupled with IH for one step followed by 5,000 iter-374

ations in IH to obtain a steady state solution in IH as375

well. We note that the solar wind is super fast magne-376

tosonic in the IH domain, so the solution converges very377

fast, unlike SC.378

To improve the accuracy of the solution near the Sun,379

we increase the angular resolution of the grid below 1.7380

R� to 0.7◦ and switch to the fifth-order-accurate nu-381

merical scheme (Chen, Tóth & Gombosi 2016) within382

1.7 R�. The standard second-order shock-capturing383

scheme (Linde with Koren’s limiter) is used in the re-384

mainder of the SC region (Tóth et al. 2012). Another385

20,000 iterations are performed to relax the solution to386

the final improved steady state. The improvement is387

most significant in the synthetic line of sight (LOS) EUV388

images produced by the model. The following section389

describes the results of the steady-state simulations for390

the solar maximum conditions using AWSoM.391

3. RESULTS392

We simulate the background solar wind in the solar393

corona and the inner heliosphere for Carrington Rota-394

tions CR2123 and CR2152 using AWSoM and compare395

the results to data from various observational sources.396

These rotations are representative of periods of high397

magnetic activity of the Sun. The physical process of398

wave dissipation, heat conduction and radiative cool-399

ing within AWSoM facilitates simulating the tempera-400

ture and density structure of the solar corona. AWSoM401

can produce synthetic EUV images that can be com-402

pared with the EUV observations from SDO/AIA and403

STEREO-EUVI. In the steady-state configuration, the404

AWSoM model results can be extracted along the tra-405

jectories of any given planet/satellite. We compare the406

simulation output along the STEREO A and B orbits407

and also with the solar wind plasma observations from408

the OMNI database.409

Figure 2 shows the AWSoM model simulation output410

comparison with EUV observations from the SDO/AIA411

spacecraft. We show the results in six different wave-412

length channels. Our model reproduces the overall413

brightness and location of the various active regions414

quite well. AWSoM does not include any stray-light415

correction function and the model assumes that for all416

wavelengths the plasma is optically thin. We see that417

the coronal holes in the simulation are darker compared418

to the observations, which may in part be due to ne-419

glecting the stray-light component caused by long-range420

scatter in the observations.421

Figure 3 shows the comparison of synthetic EUV im-422

ages obtained from the AWSoM simulation with the423

STEREO-A/B EUVI observations in three wavelength424

channels (171, 195 and 284 A◦) for both the rotations.425

The observations have been corrected for stray-light due426

to long-range scattering. In the case of the EUVI de-427

tectors, stray-light has been shown to significantly con-428

tribute to the signal in coronal holes seen on the solar429

disk and its correction is part of the processing pipeline430

(Shearer et al. 2012). For CR2123, the STEREO-A and431

B spacecrafts were separated from Earth by ≈ 117◦ and432

114◦ respectively. For CR2152, both the STEREO-A433

and B spacecrafts were separated from Earth by an an-434
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MODEL AIA 94 MODEL AIA 171 MODEL AIA 193

MODEL AIA 131 MODEL AIA 211 MODEL AIA 335

SDO AIA 94 SDO AIA 171 SDO AIA 193

SDO AIA 131 SDO AIA 211 SDO AIA 335

(a) CR2123

MODEL AIA 94 MODEL AIA 171 MODEL AIA 193

MODEL AIA 131 MODEL AIA 211 MODEL AIA 335

SDO AIA 94 SDO AIA 171 SDO AIA 193

SDO AIA 131 SDO AIA 211 SDO AIA 335

(b) CR2152

Figure 2. Comparison between AWSoM simulated LOS EUV results and SDO/AIA observations for (a) CR2123 and
(b) CR2152. The ADAPT-HMI map realizations used for CR2123 and CR2152 are 01 and 12 respectively. Figures (a)
and (b) compares AWSoM LOS (rows 1 and 3) with the SDO/AIA observations (rows 2 and 4) in multiple wavelengths
(94,171,193,131,211,335 Å).

gle of ≈ 162◦ and located behind the Sun. We see that435

the location of the coronal holes and the major active436

regions is reproduced in the model for CR2123. For437

CR2152, the model does not show the major bright ac-438

tive regions. The overall brightness is comparable with439

the observations for both the rotations, however, we find440

that not all active regions are as bright in the synthetic441

EUV images as observed during solar maximum and the442

major coronal holes are darker in the synthetic images.443

444445

As described in Section 2, the energy partitioning dis-446

tributes the heating from the turbulent dissipation in447

AWSoM over three temperatures. These are the perpen-448

dicular and parallel (to the magnetic field) ion temper-449

atures (T⊥ and T||) and the electron temperature (Te).450

Figure 4 shows these temperatures on a meridional slice451

(X=0 plane) for CR2152. We limit the distance range452

between -10 R�to 10 R� in these figures to emphasise453

the features. Due to highly frequent Coulomb collisions454

near the Sun, the three temperatures tend to equilibrate,455

as confirmed by the plots. Further out, the collisions456

become more infrequent which no longer supports the457

equilibrium and the temperatures diverge. The parallel458

component of ion temperature T|| is significant in re-459

gions close to the heliospheric current sheet where the460

plasma beta is high. As we move away from the Sun,461

stochastic heating leads to an increase in the ion per-462

pendicular temperature T⊥. Protons are heated more463

in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field in464

regions away from the Sun and the heliospheric current465

sheet. The electrons are significantly heated very close466

to the Sun and around the heliospheric current sheet.467

Figure 5 shows the ratio of the perpendicular and par-468

allel components of the ion temperature. Near the Sun,469

the ratio is close to 1 and increases as we move away470

from the Sun and the heliospheric current sheet.471472473
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(a) CR2123 STA-EUVI (b) CR2123 STB-EUVI

(c) CR2152 STA-EUVI (d) CR2152 STB-EUVI

Figure 3. Data-Model comparisons for CR2123 and CR2152 with STEREO-A and B EUVI observations. Figures (a) and
(b) show the comparison between the synthetic EUV images obtained from AWSoM simulation (top row) and the stray-light
corrected observations (bottom row) from STEREO-A and B respectively in three wavelength channels for CR2123. Figures (c)
and (d) show the same comparison for CR2152.

Figures 6 and 7 present the comparisons between AW-474

SoM simulation results and the observations of solar475

wind plasma parameters for CR2123 and CR2152. Fig-476

ure 6 shows the AWSoM results (in red) at the loca-477

tion of the Earth and the solar wind observations from478

the OMNI database (in black). AWSoM reproduces the479

steady-state solar wind quite well for both these rota-480

tions that represent periods of higher magnetic activ-481

ity. Overall the model compares reasonably with the482

observations in predicting the solar wind speed (Ur),483

proton density (Np) and temperature at 1 AU. AW-484

SoM underestimates the total magnetic field (B) for485

both rotations. In the left panel of Figure 6 the ob-486

servations for CR2123 show a high speed stream around487

2012-05-22 that is completely missed by AWSoM. In the488

right panel of Figure 6 for CR2152, the simulated out-489

put along 1 AU shows elevated speeds corresponding to490

low density profile while the observations do not show491

any such features. Our coronal model is driven by ob-492

servations of the photospheric magnetic field and not493

constrained by plasma observations at 1 AU. Therefore,494

not all observed features are always reproduced by the495
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Figure 4. The figure shows the meridional slice (X=0 plane) between -10 R�to 10 R� depicting the three temperatures in
the low corona. The three panels are ion temperature parallel to the B field (T||), perpendicular ion temperature (T⊥) and the
isotropic electron temperature (Te). All variables are in units of 106 K. These results are shown for CR2152.
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Figure 5. Meridional slice (X=0 plane) in the SC component depicting the ratio of the perpendicular (T⊥) and parallel (T||)
components of ion temperature for CR2152.

model. Figure 7 shows the same set of plasma param-496

eters observed from STEREO-A and B. Observational497

data is shown in black while AWSoM results are shown498

in red for the two rotations. We find a good comparison499

between STEREO observations and the AWSoM model500

results. For both rotations, the model underestimates501

the proton temperature observed in STEREO-A and B.502

The straight black line (between 06-Jul-2014 and 11-Jul-503

2014) in Figure 7 panel (b) is due to partially missing504

data. In each panel of Figures 6 and 7, we indicate a505

quantity Dist to characterize the error between observa-506

tions and the model output. Dist is the distance between507

two curves in a plane independent of the coordinate sys-508

tem so that the temporal and spatial coordinates are509

treated equally (see Sachdeva et al. (2019) for more de-510

tail). We use this quantitative measure to determine the511
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(a) CR2123 (b) CR2152

Figure 6. Data-Model comparisons for CR2123 and CR2152 at 1 AU. Figures (a) and (b) show the AWSoM results (in red)
along the trajectory of the Earth and the solar wind plasma observations from the OMNI database (in black).

best ADAPT realization out of the 12 available maps for512

each rotation. The results shown here use the ADAPT513

map realizations with the smallest distance in solar wind514

speed (Dist U) and proton density parameters (Dist N)515

between the model and observations.516

In our simulations of different phases of the solar cycle,517

we find that to obtain good comparisons with observa-518

tions, the Poynting flux (SA/B)� parameter needs to519

be modified compared to the optimal values that were520

used for the solar minimum rotations in Sachdeva et521

al. (2019). For solar minimum, the quantity (SA/B)�522

was set to 1 × 106 Wm−2T−1 which provided the best523

comparisons with various observations. When this value524

was used for the rotations studied in this paper, the525

simulations showed unphysical densities at 1 AU. The526

blue line in panel (a) of Figure 8 shows the 1 AU re-527

sult for CR2152 using AWSoM model with (SA/B)� =528

1 MWm−2T−1. We see very high density peaks and529

corresponding low speeds in those simulation results.530

The red line in the figure shows AWSoM results with531

(SA/B)� decreased to 0.4 MWm−2T−1 (same as panel532

(b) in Figure 6). We conclude that (SA/B)� needs to533

be adjusted to reproduce the observed plasma param-534

eters for solar maximum runs with AWSoM. This may535

also suggest that as the solar cycle tends toward the536

maximum phase the average magnetic field strength is537

higher in the solar wind source regions which requires538

the amount of Poynting flux per B to be lowered. Huang539

et al. (2021) studies how the Poynting flux parameter540

(SA/B)� changes during the last solar cycle and find541

that the optimal Poynting flux value for different rota-542

tions can be correlated with various characteristics of543

the solar magnetic field, such as open flux and area of544

coronal holes.545

The major observational driver of solar corona models,546

including AWSoM, is the photospheric magnetic field547

map. There are multiple instruments providing pho-548

tospheric field measurements and ensembles of magne-549

tograms. However, there are various factors contribut-550

ing to the uncertainties in these observations includ-551

ing limited observations of the polar regions of the Sun552

which requires empirical estimates to fill in the poles.553

The ADAPT model improves on these magnetic field554

maps by using data assimilation and including physical555

processes to compensate for the lack or limitations of556

observations. We use the ADAPT-GONG and ADAPT-557

HMI magnetograms for CR2152 to show how the re-558

sults vary depending on which data product is used with559

the ADAPT model. Figure 8 shows the AWSoM sim-560

ulation output at 1 AU using ADAPT-GONG (in red)561

and ADAPT-HMI (in blue) maps. The two simulations562

have the same model parameters except that the initial563

(and inner boundary) condition for the radial compo-564

nent of the magnetic field is supplied by ADAPT maps565
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(a) CR2123 (b) CR2152

(c) CR2123 (d) CR2152

Figure 7. Data-Model comparisons for CR2123 and CR2152 with STEREO-A and B observations. Figures (a) and (b) show
the AWSoM results (in red) along the trajectory of STEREO-A and the solar wind plasma observations from STEREO-A (in
black) for CR2123 and CR2152 respectively. Figures (c) and (d) show the comparisons between AWSoM and STEREO-B data
for the two rotations.

produced from two different instruments (GONG and566

HMI). The results demonstrate how the simulation so-567

lution varies between the two cases using different mag-568

netograms, as is especially displayed by the major dif-569
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(a) AWSoM results for CR2152 with different values of Poynting
Flux per B.

(b) AWSoM results for CR2152 using ADAPT-GONG and
ADAPT-HMI magnetograms.

Figure 8. Data-Model comparisons for CR2152. Panel (a) shows the AWSoM simulation results at 1 AU using different values
of the Poynting flux parameter (SA/B)�. The red line corresponds to (SA/B)� = 4 × 105 Wm−2T−1 (same as panel (b) in
Figure 6) and the blue line corresponds to (SA/B)� = 1 × 106 Wm−2T−1 which is the optimal value used for solar minimum
rotations. Panel (b) shows the AWSoM simulation results using ADAPT-GONG magnetogram (red line) and ADAPT-HMI
magnetogram (blue line) using the same AWSoM parameters. OMNI data is shown in black.

ference in the proton density at 1 AU. The AWSoM570

output using ADAPT-GONG map (red) shows a speed571

profile comparable to the observations while the AW-572

SoM result with ADAPT-HMI (blue) slightly overes-573

timates the speed. However, the lower speed (using574

ADAPT-GONG) is accompanied by very high density575

values compared to both ADAPT-HMI output and ob-576

servations which severely impacts the background into577

which a CME may be launched. The temperature com-578

parison is better in the case of ADAPT-HMI driven out-579

put with AWSoM and the magnetic field prediction is580

comparable for both cases.581

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION582

In order to model CMEs and to accurately predict583

their arrival and impact at the Earth, it is crucial to first584

obtain the correct background solar wind solution into585

which the CMEs can propagate and evolve. Stronger586

CME events often occur during the phase of the solar587

cycle when the magnetic activity is high, so it is impor-588

tant to get good background solutions under these con-589

ditions. In this work, we chose two Carrington Rotations590

(CR2123 and CR2152) representative of this active time591

period and perform simulations of the solar corona and592

the inner heliosphere using the 3D extended MHD model593

AWSoM. We compare the AWSoM predicted solar wind594

to observations of solar corona structure near the Sun595

and solar wind plasma parameters near the Earth and596

at STEREO-A and B.597

We use the ADAPT-HMI phototspheric magnetic field598

maps as observational input to the model for both the599

rotations. AWSoM simulation results provide the so-600

lar coronal temperature and density structure which is601

used to produce LOS images comparable to EUV ob-602

servations. Comparing these synthetic LOS images ob-603

tained from AWSoM with the EUV observations from604

SDO/AIA, we find that our model reproduces the overall605

brightness, location and structure of the active regions.606

Further away from the Sun, we compare the AWSoM607

predicted solar wind parameters at 1 AU with the in608

situ spacecraft observations at L1 and by the STEREO-609

A and B spacecrafts. AWSoM underestimates the back-610

ground magnetic field, however, we get a good match611

with the speed, proton density and temperature of the612

solar wind plasma. Therefore, AWSoM successfully pre-613

dicts the solar wind background which is a crucial step614

towards establishing a plasma environment into which a615

CME can be propagated and evolved. We also show how616
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different values of the Poynting Flux parameter affect617

the solar wind comparison at 1 AU for solar maximum618

conditions. For the studied solar maximum, the optimal619

value of (SA/B)� is about a factor of 2 smaller than the620

optimal value used for solar minimum conditions. Since621

most solar corona models are sensitive to the magnetic622

field observations that are used to drive them, we show623

how the 1 AU simulation results compare with obser-624

vations and with each other when ADAPT-GONG and625

ADAPT-HMI maps are used.626

This validation work is in preparation of simulating627

CMEs launched from the surface of the Sun into the628

background solar wind and study their evolution and629

space weather impacts. The good comparisons of AW-630

SoM simulated solar wind with observations at various631

radial distances between the Sun and the Earth suggest632

that our model is capable of reproducing observed solar633

wind plasma and can be used for space weather mod-634

eling and prediction purposes for both solar minimum635

and solar maximum phases of the solar cycle.636

5. APPENDIX637

In the simulation setup for the PFSS solution, we638

move the source surface out to 25 R� to prevent non-639

zero curl of B0 inside the SC domain and avoid numerical640

artifacts (Section 2.2). The spherical grid used by the641

Finite Difference Iterative Potential field Solver (FDIPS,642

Tóth, van der Holst & Huang (2011)) extends from the643

inner boundary at 1 R� to the source surface where B0644

becomes radial. When the source surface radius is large,645

it is numerically beneficial to use a logarithmic radial646

grid spacing, since the solution varies fastest near the647

solar surface and it becomes smoother further out. Fig-648

ure 9 shows the 1 AU simulation output for CR2123649

using AWSoM model for four different cases. For each650

case, the source surface is set at 25 R�, and the FDIPS651

grid for the PFSS solution is either logarithmic or lin-652

ear in the radial direction with the number of points in653

the radial direction (nR) equal to either 180 or 400. The654

longitudinal and latitudinal resolution is same in all four655

cases.656

In the figure, the red line corresponds to a logarithmic657

scale with nR=180 in the radial direction (case (a)), the658

blue line corresponds to logarithmic grid with nR=400659

(case (b)) (same as panel (a) of Figure 6). The red line660

is made thicker for better visibility in the plot, because661

it mostly coincides with the blue line. Next, the pink662

line corresponds to a linear scale in the radial direction663

with nR=180 (case (c)) and finally, the cyan line corre-664

sponds to linear grid with nR=400 (case(d)). We find665

that doubling the number of grid points in the radial666

direction (cases (a) and (b)) does not provide any ma-667

jor advantage as long as the radial grid is logarithmic, so668

computer memory can be saved by using 180 grid points669

instead of 400. On the other hand, using a linear radial670

grid leads to significantly different and inaccurate results671

(cases (c) and (d)), even for 400 grid points. Although,672

the features in the output are at the same location as673

for the logarithmic grid, the magnitudes are much lower674

primarily due to the resolution being not fine enough675

near the solar surface. We also see an unphysical jump676

in the density corresponding to very low speeds in cases677

(c) and (d).678

The same source surface radius and the same logarith-679

mic radial grid can also be used to calculate B0 from680

spherical harmonics and then interpolate to the adap-681

tive grid of AWSoM.682
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